To address the challenge of evaluating modern optical flow computation technology, this paper proposes a corrected evaluation methodology for optical flow of angle error based on the popular Middlebury benchmark. Firstly, a corrected evaluation benchmark is proposed based on the Middlebury benchmark. for flow error statistics, a mathematical expectation is employed instead of the current mathematical average as the expectation can reflect a more appropriate error distribution for the flow result. Secondly, several typical methods of optical flow and four classical test sequences chosen from the Middlebury database are employed to show the improvement attained by using the proposed evaluation methodology. Thirdly, evaluation results of the test methods with both the proposed and Middlebury benchmarks are provided in the experimental section. Finally, the comparison result indicates that the proposed evaluation benchmark can reflect the flow result performance more objectively and appropriately.
Introduction
In the last decade, the accuracy, robustness, and efficiency of optical flow estimation have undergone significant development owing to improvements in the level of computer software and hardware. In 1994,Barron [1] proposed an evaluation system which contained mainly the average angle error, the standard deviation, and the density of the computed optical flow result. To overcome the lack of ground truth data sets for complex scenarios, McCane [2] presented a method for generating motion fields from real sequences containing polyhedral objects and provided the Otago[3] optical flow evaluation database.
With the development of optical flow algorithms, test image sequences in the Otago database could not satisfy evaluation requirements for the next generation of optical flow algorithms: a modern optical flow evaluation database should be closer to real scenarios that involve non-rigid motion, larger motion ranges, more realistic textures, independent motion, and more complex occlusions. To promote rapid progress in optical flow estimation, researchers at Middlebury College produced a new set of benchmarks for modern optical flow algorithms and made the test image sequence data freely available on the web at http://vision.middlebury.edu/flow/[4]in 2007, providing four types of image sequence data to test different aspects of optical flow algorithms: (1) sequences containing non-rigid motion where the ground truth flow is determined by tracking a hidden fluorescent texture, (2) realistic synthetic sequences with the ground truth, (3) modified stereo sequences with the ground truth, and (4) high-frame-rate sequences without the ground truth. Figure  1 shows several representative image sequences with the ground truth from the Middlebury database. 
Current Evaluation Methodology Angular Error
In Barron's research [5] , the angular error was proposed as the spacing angle between the estimated optical flow and the ground truth,which can be expressed as followed: [2] ) to the estimated optical flow and the ground truth, which significantly lowered angle differences for large optical flows.
Statistics
In Barron's research [5] , the averages (Avg) and standard deviations (STD) were employed as statistical measures of optical flow errors through which angle error statistics can be computed as follows:
To demonstrate the performance of a test algorithm comprehensively, Baker [6] proposed a novel statistical measure method which contained mainly robustness and accuracy statistics. Robustness statistics (RX) denotes the percentage of pixels that have an error measure above X while accuracy statistics (AX) denotes the accuracy of the error measure at the Xth percentile after sorting the errors from lowest to highest. Table 1 shows the statistical measure used in the Middlebury dataset proposed by Baker [6] . Currently, the statistical measure of the Middlebury benchmark is the most widely acknowledged evaluation method for optical flows because it gives a comprehensive appraisal of optical flow algorithm performance.
Corrected Evaluation Methodology Corrected Angular Error
In this paper, a corrected error measure for the angle that only reflects the angular deviation of the optical flow is proposed as follows:
Corrected Statistics
According to the unequal probability distribution of the error of an optical flow, the average and the corresponding standard deviation are not suitable as statistics measures because they cannot reflect the error distribution accurately. To furnish more appropriate statistics measures, the expectation (EX) is employed instead of the average in the proposed method as below:
where N denotes the count of the error, i x denotes the value of the error, and denotes the corresponding probability of the error, which can be computed from the error of the optical flow. with the proposed statistics measure of the expectation, the corresponding standard deviation can be rewritten as follows:
To provide a thorough evaluation, the robust statistics index RX and the accuracy measure index AX derived from the Middlebury benchmark were employed to evaluate the robustness of the optical flow in the proposed method. RX denotes the percentage of pixels that have an error measure above X and AX denotes the accuracy of the error measure at the Xth percentile. In contrast to the Middlebury benchmark, according to the robust statistics index RX, for the angle error (AE) R2.5, R5.0, and R10.0 were computed. According to the accuracy measure index AX, for the flow errors,A95 is computed to show the robustness of the accuracy. With the corrected error measures and statistics proposed above, the improved statistics measures can be rewritten as shown in Table 2 . 
Experiments and Analysis
In this section, the proposed evaluation methodology for optical flow is discussed. The experiments focused mainly on differences between the proposed benchmark and the Middlebury benchmark. However, the comparison of optical flow results of the adopted methods is not the highlight. Owing to the large number of measures for the proposed evaluation methodology, several selective methods of optical flow were employed to show the evaluated results of the proposed benchmark and the Middlebury benchmark, and specific analysis was attached to each evaluation.
Evaluation Methods
For intuitive comparison, the selective methods included mainly LDOF [7] , SODOF [8] , Correlation Flow [9] , and Classic+nl [10] .In addition, the computed parameters of the evaluation methods were set without careful consideration, so the parameters were set mainly as fixed values proposed by their respective articles, which may not be optimal for each test. Although some discussion of the performance of the above methods is provided, the ranking of the evaluation methods not of interest as the highlight of this paper is to emphasize the differences between the proposed evaluation benchmark and the current popular Middlebury benchmark.
Angle Error
For the analysis of angle errors for each sequence, the statistical results of angle errors of the All masks show the performance of the evaluation methods with various computing challenges.
With the statistics results of the angle error in Table 3 and Table 4 , the best result of each statistics item for one sequence is highlighted with red and bold text. the first thing to note is that the distribution of the best results for the proposed benchmark is mainly unchanged compared with the Middlebury benchmark except for minor changes in a few statistics items, indicating that the proposed evaluation methodology would not influence the existing rank of the Middlebury benchmark drastically,the statistic results of the AE with the Middlebury benchmark are as follows. More importantly, the statistics results of EX indicate that the expectation cannot be replaced by the average because the expectation reflects the distribution of the error; the statistical results of Dimetrodon, Grove3, and Urban2 in Table 4 demonstrate that pixels with small angle error are of large probability in these sequences for the evaluation methods and pixels with large angle error are of large probability in the Rubberwhale sequence, the statistic results of the AE with the proposed benchmark are as follows. For standard deviation, the numeric values of EXSTD for the proposed benchmark are generally larger than the numeric values of STD in the Middlebury benchmark, and the small numeric values of EXSTD indicate the error fluctuation of the evaluation methods as EXSTD expresses the real distribution of the angle errors. For the robust statistics index RX and the accuracy measure index AX, the statistical results show the robustness and convergence of the evaluation methods, and the accuracy measure index AX was decreased to one index A95 compared with the Middlebury benchmark.
Conclusions
In this paper, an improved evaluation methodology for optical flow of angle error based on the current evaluation benchmark was presented. For the problem of objective evaluation, this paper proposed an improved evaluation benchmark by modifying the metrics and statistics of optical flow error. In addition.For flow error statistics, we offered a mathematical expectation and corresponding standard deviation instead of the currently popular mathematical average and standard deviation, and the proposed expectation provides a more appropriate error distribution for the flow result. In the experimental section, we conducted several typical methods of optical flow with synthetic and real sequences chosen from the Middlebury database, and we provided the evaluation results of the test methods with both the proposed benchmark and the Middlebury benchmark. The comparison results indicated that the proposed evaluation benchmark reflected the performance of the flow result more objectively and appropriately, even though the ranking of the evaluation methods by the proposed benchmark was approximately the same as for the Middlebury benchmark.
